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Concepts addressed: 
Evolution: Evidence, mechanisms, population genetics, speciation, phylogeny, origin of life, 
species extinction  
 
BIOL 120 - follows Darwin's thinking process, and his struggles between science and religion, as 
he developed his thesis of Natural Selection - differential survival and reproduction of organisms 
whose genetic traits better adapt them to a particular environment. Prime examples observed 
were the Galapagos tortoises and finches. The evidence and influences, which contributed to this 
proposed mechanism:  

• Biogeography - the geographical distribution of species and fossils - resemblance of 
extinct organisms living in similar habitats but in different parts of the world (convergent 
evolution) 

• Lyell's Principles of Geology, (the Earth is old and constantly changing)  
• Thomas Malthus's Essay on the Principles of Population, 1798. (The production of more 

individuals than the environment can support leads to a struggle for existence among the 
individuals of the population, with only a percentage of offspring surviving in each 
generation).  

• Alfred Russel Wallace's On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely from the 
Original Type (a thesis identical to Darwin's).  

 
Objection to Darwin's thesis centered on his consideration of humans as animals that are related 
by descent to other types of animals, although this was only a small part of his treatise.  
 
"New" evidence (biochemical, new fossils, and evidence from epidemiology - emerging and 
reemerging infectious diseases, epidemics, and antibiotic resistance), generally agrees with that 
based on fossils and anatomy.  
 
The modern synthesis connects Darwin's theory with population genetics. A species is a group of 
populations whose individuals can interbreed and produce fertile offspring. A gene pool is the 
total collection of genes in a population at anyone time. Microevolution is a change in the 
relative frequencies of alleles in a gene pool. As prescribed by the Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium, 
the shuffling of genes during sexual reproduction does not alter the proportions of different 
alleles in a gene pool.  
 
Hardy-Weinberg Equation in population genetics is used to describe the unlikely situation in 
which evolution does not occur. Describes allele frequency - the shuffling of genes that occurs 
with sexual reproduction, by itself, cannot change the overall genetic make-up of a population. 
Public health scientists use the Hardy-Weinberg equation to estimate frequencies of disease-
causing alleles in human populations.  
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A population's gene pool will remain the same from generation to generation only if the 
population is large and isolated from other populations, mutations do not occur, mating is 
random, and all genotypes have equal reproductive success.  
Conditions that cause micro evolutionary change (frequency of an allele in a population 
changes):  

• Genetic drift (change in a gene pool due to chance)  
• Gene flow (movement of genes carried by individuals or gametes from one pop. to 

another)  
• Mutation introduces new alleles  
• Nonrandom mating  
• Natural selection (differential success in reproduction)  
• Migration  
• Genetic bottlenecks  
• Polyploidy (resulting in novel structures in corn)  
 

Micro evolutionary mechanisms are compared to macro evolutionary mechanisms (large scale 
changes as a result of speciation or extinction) in a geologic time frame.  
 
Mechanisms of Speciation:  
 
When a population is cut off from parent stock, it may veer off on its own evolutionary course. 
Species evolution that occurs in this manner is called allopatric speciation. Cut off from other 
populations, a small splinter population may become genetically unique as its gene pool is 
changed by natural selection, genetic drift, or mutation. Small populations sometimes colonize 
islands and evolve in isolation, making islands natural laboratories of evolution. On the 
Galapagos Islands, repeated isolation and adaptation have resulted in adaptive radiation of 14 
species of Darwin's finches from a common ancestral population. In sympatric speciation, 
relatively common in plants, new species may arise without geographic isolation. A failure of 
meiosis can produce diploid gametes. Self-fertilization can then produce a tetraploid zygote, 
which may develop into a plant that can reproduce by self-fertilization. Because it has a 
polyploid set of chromosomes, this plant is an instant new species, isolated from its parent. Many 
plants, including many food plants, are polyploid. They are often the products of hybridization, 
followed by cell division errors and self-fertilization. Two such episodes appear to have been 
involved in the evolution of modern bread wheat.  
 
According to the gradualist model of the origin of the species, new species evolve by the gradual 
accumulation of changes brought about by natural selection. However, few gradual transitions 
are found in the fossil record; new species seem to appear suddenly and persist unchanged for 
most of their history.  
 
The punctuated equilibrium model suggests that speciation occurs in spurts: Rapid change occurs 
when an isolated population diverges from the ancestral stock, and then virtually no change occurs 
for the rest of the species' existence. Peter and Rosemary Grant have documented natural selection 
acting on a population of Galapagos finches. The occasional hybridization of finch species adds 
to the genetic variation of parent populations and may have been important in the adaptive 
radiation of finch species.  
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Phylogeny:  
 
Phylogeny, which can be depicted by phylogenetic trees, is the evolutionary history of a group of 
organisms. Reconstructing phylogeny is part of systematics, the study of biological diversity and 
classification. The goal of systematics is to make classification reflect evolutionary history 
(phylogeny). Using homolgous features to compare organisms, cladistic analysis attempts to 
define monophyletic taxa groups consisting of an ancestor and all its descendants. Shared 
primitive characters are homolgous features that existed in an ancestor common to all members 
of a monophyletic taxon. Shared derived characters are novel traits that are unique to an 
evolutionary lineage. Cladistic analysis is often a search for the simplest hypothesis about 
phylogeny. Debate about cladistic hypotheses and those developed by classical, noncladistic 
approaches to systematics continues to invigorate research.  
 
Origin of Life:  
 
Biological and geological history are closely intertwined. Fossilized mats of prokaryotes  
2.5 billion years old mark a time when photosynthetic bacteria were producing the O2 that made 
the atmosphere aerobic. Planet Earth formed some 4.6 billion years ago, with an atmosphere of 
probably H2O, CO, CO2, and N2, and possibly some CH4and NH3, but little or no O2. Volcanic 
activity, lightening, and UV radiation were intense. Fossilized prokaryotes date back 3.5 billion 
years, but life may have developed from non-living materials as long as 3.9 billion years ago. 
Small organic molecules must have appeared first, probably when inorganic molecules were 
energized by lightening or UV radiation. Simulations of such conditions have produced amino 
acids, sugars, nucleotide bases, and ATP. These molecules could have polymerized on hot rocks 
or clay, forming polypeptides and short nucleic acids. The first genes may have been RNA 
molecules that catalyzed their own replication in a prebiotic RNA world. These molecules might 
have acted as rough templates for the formation of polypeptides, which in turn assisted RNA 
replication. Surrounding membranes may have protected some of these molecular co-ops as they 
evolved a rudimentary metabolism. Natural selection would have favored the most efficient co-
ops, which may have eventually evolved into the first prokaryotic cells.  
 
BIOL 334 builds on classical evolutionary concepts by discussing shared (conserved) 
developmental pathways. Other developmental pathways and unlikely inherited patterns are also 
discussed. 

Mammalian cleavage similarities with large egg yolks  
 

Individual ancestral developmental patterns are looked at and comparisons of structural 
adaptations among vertebrate groups are examined.  
 
BIOL 336 illustrates classical evolutionary concepts by looking at the evolution of birds, as well 
as speciation and species extinction in terms of island biogeography.  
Controversies in ornithology as to which branch of reptiles gave rise to the birds are also 
discussed.  
 
BIOL 344 illustrates classical evolutionary concepts through a discussion of the phylogeny of 
bacteria - the criteria by which bacteria are broken into groups.  
Sequence of RNA genes and how these sequences are used as a "molecular clock" to measure 
evolutionary divergence.  
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Origin of eukaryotic organelles via endosymbiosis of prokaryates.  
BIOL 354 details the biochemical evidence, which supports other evidence for evolution 
(anatomy, fossil, embryology etc.). Examines the origin and evolution of enzyme pathways. 
Traces the evolution and properties of bird hemoglobin and the adaptation to high altitudes.  


